SI 575 - Community Information Corps Seminar, Fall 2008

Atkins, Dan

http://hdl.handle.net/2027.42/64948
SI 575 Fall 2008 First Assignment: Annotated Citations

I want us to work together to build an annotated bibliography of literature defining or characterizing what people are calling community informatics (CI).

Please prepare three annotated citations of CI-related books or journal articles and bring a hard copy to class. We are compiling an archive of these materials in preparation for a workshop we will have on September 26th exploring how students define the Community Informatics field.

Students are encouraged to post their citations to the CIC Drupal site (http://cic.si.umich.edu/) as feature items (this is not mandatory for the assignment). This will give new students an opportunity / excuse to have their voices heard on the site. Let me know if you have any questions about posting or email our Drupal site manager.